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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Differential equations allow a very convenient modelling of some essential natural phenomena that evolve over time in a continuous way. This is a prime reason why differential equations are ubiquitous in so many scientific and technological disciplines \[[@pone.0213302.ref001]--[@pone.0213302.ref003]\]. In this context, knowing how to pose and solve a particular set of differential equations is a crucial issue in order to describe a wide range of fundamental processes, as well as to recognize and control the variables governing them.

Not only researchers and qualified professional, but also students, who will frequently be faced with the learning of phenomena of diverse nature in various scientific disciplines, require of this knowledge. A multitude of examples can be found in very diverse scientific areas at undergraduate levels, for instance, the damped and forced oscillator, the coupled pendulum, diffusion phenomena, RLC electrical circuits, radioactive decays, bacterial growth, predator-prays models \[[@pone.0213302.ref003]\], or time evolution of atmospheric pollutants \[[@pone.0213302.ref004]\].

One matter requiring frequently of the analysis and solution of differential equations is Physical Chemistry. This branch of Chemistry is concerned with how, why and when of the chemical reaction. Chemical kinetics and reaction dynamics, fundamental subfields of Physical Chemistry, deal with the rates of processes and with how reactions take place. Chemical reactions govern our environment and pollutants evolution, life processes, food production, energy power and many other industrial processes designed to produce all kinds of goods indispensable for our life as we know it nowadays. We are in daily contact with fragrances, food additives, medicines, detergents and surfactants, dyes and pigments, plastics, elastomers, synthetic fibers, agrochemicals, etc., just to put a few examples, along with a myriad of products and new materials with important technological applications \[[@pone.0213302.ref005]--[@pone.0213302.ref007]\].

Chemical kinetics and reaction dynamics are not only a central intellectual cornerstone of Chemistry \[[@pone.0213302.ref008],[@pone.0213302.ref009]\], but they become essential to gain a deep understanding of the chemical reaction and to get control over the products composition and the rates which they are obtained. To this end, it is mandatory to elucidate and understand the kinetics of the chemical processes by means of coupled differential equations \[[@pone.0213302.ref010]--[@pone.0213302.ref015]\].

In this context, the mathematical resolution of kinetic differential equations is often not a trivial task, and in many cases it becomes necessary the use of approximations, both theoretical, such as the well-known steady stationary approximation (SSA) \[[@pone.0213302.ref016]--[@pone.0213302.ref018]\], and numerical, generally implemented via computational algorithms such as the Runge-Kutta method (RKM) \[[@pone.0213302.ref003]\]. Recently, the authors have described how to solve a complex system of differential kinetic equations via numerical simulations \[[@pone.0213302.ref019]\] by means of the so-called Network Simulation Method (NSM), a numerical approach which employs an electrical analogy, being topologically equivalent to the original mathematical problem. This method is well-spread and efficient, showing applications in many scientific areas, and specifically in Chemistry \[[@pone.0213302.ref020]\]. The results were very satisfactory, but they required advanced numerical and programming skills, as well as deep knowledge in electrical circuits. Then, the authors realized that making available this approach for students and researchers would demand the design of a software with specific requirements, including: (a) a user-friendly interface which allows a simple way to introduce the system of differential equations; (b) a black box structure, with no need of programming or advanced numerical skills; (c) versatility, in order to solve kinetic problems and also other kind of differential equations associated with scientific phenomena; (d) a didactic focus, which allows the use of computer simulations to learn central concepts in Chemistry or Physics courses by means of guided-inquiry activities; (e) free software.

With these goals in mind we have developed SimKinet, a software which can be employed for students to solve a wide range of problems involving first-order ordinary differential equations. Besides, SimKinet can also help students to understand fundamental concepts, taking advantage of computing-learning applied to improve instruction in Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics and other Science courses \[[@pone.0213302.ref021]--[@pone.0213302.ref023]\], even regarding the possibility of carrying out low-cost laboratory practices \[[@pone.0213302.ref024]\]. A learning environment with computer simulations allows the student to confirm predictions or to test hypotheses, thus deeping in the conceptual background of the scientific phenomena. Nowadays, SimKinet is employed for the subjects Physics and Chemistry of first course of Industrial Engineering degree in the University Centre of Defence at the Spanish Air Force Academy to broaden the study of Kirchhoff's laws and chemical kinetics, respectively. It has also been employed for Final Degree Projects, to determine the kinetic-thermodynamic switching point in a tandem of pericyclic reactions and to follow the dynamics of pursuit-predator aircraft models \[[@pone.0213302.ref025],[@pone.0213302.ref026]\].

In this work we introduce SimKinet along with some interesting applications in chemical kinetics, showing its strength for solving advanced numerical problems. Although a wide spectrum of software designed to solve kinetic chemical equations is available, the most recognized among them are not free \[[@pone.0213302.ref027],[@pone.0213302.ref028]\], while others present restrictions in the timestepping \[[@pone.0213302.ref029],[@pone.0213302.ref030]\], considered as fixed, or demand additional computing skills \[[@pone.0213302.ref031]\]. Due to its simple handling and adaptative timestepping, SimKinet becomes an outstanding alternative.

With the aim of clarifying the numerical approach underlying this software, in section "The electrical analogy" we introduce the basis of the electrical analogy and the NSM. In section "The SimKinet software", the user-friendly SimKinet interface is shown via a prototypical chemical reaction. In addition, in section "Applications" we show the educational and researching capabilities of SimKinet through two particular examples: a kinetic system of differential equations with no analytical solution, the Chapman model, and a chemical system with chaotic dynamics, known as the Olsen attractor. Additionally, a test with numerical methods implemented in software Mathematica \[[@pone.0213302.ref032]\] and MATLAB \[[@pone.0213302.ref033]\] has been performed in order to check the accuracy of SimKinet.

The electrical analogy {#sec002}
======================

The electrical analogy of scientific problems is well recognized as a very useful and attractive educational subject, which constitutes a standard procedure in some undergraduate textbooks \[[@pone.0213302.ref034]\]. This approach is no more than a formal equivalence between the governing equations of the problem and an electrical network. In this analogy, the terms of the original equations are usually identified with appropriate electrical devices. Within this framework, the mechanical-electrical analogies are well-known since James Clerk Maxwell's era \[[@pone.0213302.ref035]\]. A classical example, found in the subjects Physics and Mechanics belonging to first courses in Physics, Chemistry and Engineering degrees, is the equivalence between a non-forced damped oscillator and an electric circuit \[[@pone.0213302.ref036]\]. The differential equation that describes the original problem, through Newton's second law of motion, is: $$m\frac{\text{d}^{2}x}{\text{d}t^{2}} + b\frac{\text{d}x}{\text{d}t} + kx = 0$$ where *m* is the mass, *x* is the position coordinate along the X axis, *b* is the damping constant and *k* is the restoring constant. On other hand, Kirchhoff's second law for electric circuits can be easily applied to a series RLC circuit \[[@pone.0213302.ref037]\], thus obtaining: $$L\frac{\text{d}^{2}q}{\text{d}t^{2}} + R\frac{\text{d}q}{\text{d}t} + \frac{1}{C}q = 0$$ where *L* is the inductance, *q* is the electrical charge, *R* is the resistance and *C* is the capacitance of the electric circuit, respectively. Eqs ([1](#pone.0213302.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#pone.0213302.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) present the same mathematical structure so, by establishing the particular equivalence *m* → *L*, *b* → *R*, *k* → 1/*C* and *x* → *q*, the analogy is completed. Then, the dynamics of the system can be followed through the resolution of Newton's or Kirchhoff's laws, equivalently. This particular example is easy to solve theoretically in both cases, and usually presents strictly academic interest. However, in some other problems, the use of the electrical analogy allows an easier handling of the theoretical solution, which can be particularly valuable in Lagrangian dynamics, when dealing with many-body systems \[[@pone.0213302.ref034],[@pone.0213302.ref038]\]. Furthermore, the electrical analogy can be extended to other scientific areas, such as heat transfer, fluid flow, diffusion or chemical reactions \[[@pone.0213302.ref020],[@pone.0213302.ref039],[@pone.0213302.ref040]\].

The aim of the analogy is always building an electrical network equivalent to the original equations, which can be carried out in different ways, thus leading to different electrical analogies \[[@pone.0213302.ref020],[@pone.0213302.ref041]\]. The NSM becomes an outstanding alternative, because it makes use of an electrical analogy which employs very few and simple electrical devices to build the equivalent circuit \[[@pone.0213302.ref020]\].

As far as the chemical kinetics is concerned, the full kinetic study of a chemical process frequently comprises a set of coupled first order differential equations. Each species has an associated equation, where the time variation of its concentration, \[*x*~*i*~\], is related with those of the other species and a set of kinetic constants, *k*~*j*~, *j* = 1, *m*, as shown in [Eq (3)](#pone.0213302.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack x_{i} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = f\left( {\left\lbrack x_{1} \right\rbrack,\left\lbrack x_{2} \right\rbrack\ldots\left\lbrack x_{n} \right\rbrack} \right)$$

Frequently, the whole mathematical problem does not present analytical solution \[[@pone.0213302.ref019]\]. This fact requires either theoretical approximations or numerical methods. Among the latter, numerical methods such as the 4th order RKM generally give accurate results, except in several circumstances when dealing with complex kinetic systems. For example, kinetic schemes involving multiple reaction steps whose values of rate constants show quite different orders of magnitude \[[@pone.0213302.ref009],[@pone.0213302.ref011],[@pone.0213302.ref042]--[@pone.0213302.ref045]\]. A simple case can be found when the rate constant value for the step exerting the strongest effect on the overall reaction rate is very low.

To illustrate how the running time of a simulation can be affected by the value of the rate constant corresponding to this step, *k*~R~, consider the case in which it has frequency units (1/s). Consequently, the corresponding reaction step must take place once every 1*/k*~R~ seconds. When *k*~R~ is too small, standard simulation algorithms consume very large CPU times to reach the steady state of the system \[[@pone.0213302.ref019]\]. In particular, in such circumstances the RKM becomes too slow, being desirable to employ alternative numerical algorithms, which, in general, require advanced programming skills \[[@pone.0213302.ref046]\].

In those situations, where traditional algorithms may be inefficient, the electrical analogy introduced by the NSM and implemented in SimKinet becomes particularly useful, because of its simple circuit design that can take advantage of the powerful capabilities of modern circuit simulation computer codes, which employ the more complex algorithms of calculus. Since the electrical analogy creates an equivalent electrical circuit from the original differential equations, to complete the NSM the numerical problem has to be solved via an appropriate circuit software. The choice for SimKinet has been PSpice \[[@pone.0213302.ref047]\], due to its well-know numerical efficiency \[[@pone.0213302.ref039]\] and the avaliability of a free version, which has to be installed previously.

In the next section we shall introduce the basis of the NSM, directly appling the analogy to chemical reactions.

The Network Simulation Method. Application to chemical reactions {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The numerical procedure known as the Network Simulation Method, which is properly based on the electric analogy of the transport process, is capable of solving the set of differential equations associated with a chemical process in a time orders of magnitude lower than the traditional algorithms, presenting an advantage in terms of scientific computing \[[@pone.0213302.ref048],[@pone.0213302.ref049]\]. The method comprises the design and solution of an electric circuit formally equivalent to the original set of differential equations. However, this is not a trivial task. The general method involves establishing the following equivalences: *I* (electric current, in W/m^2^) → flow variable of the problem; *V* (electric potential, in V) → potential variable of the problem.

From the point of view of the network model, each equation of the set of differential equations is considered as a circuit described by Kirchhoff's current law (KCL). The complete set of equations is equivalent to a global electric network containing as many electric circuits as equations \[[@pone.0213302.ref020]\]. For chemical kinetic equations as [Eq (3)](#pone.0213302.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the electrical devices employed by the NSM to model each differential equation are: (a) a capacitor, associated with the first derivative of the concentration in [Eq (3)](#pone.0213302.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}; (b) voltage-controlled current sources, which easily implements the coupling of the equations, and whose value can be defined as the function *f*, whatever its expression, in the right side of [Eq (3)](#pone.0213302.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}; (c) a resistor of high value, only employed to guarantee criteria of continuity.

The NSM electrical analogy between a set of kinetic coupled differential equations and an electric circuit network can be established as follows. Let us start by applying the equivalence to the particular case of a one-step chemical reaction, whose balanced equation can be expressed in the following way: $${{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{a_{i}R_{i}}}\underset{k_{\text{R}}}{\overset{k_{\text{F}}}{\leftrightarrow}}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}{b_{j}P_{j}}}},$$ where *a*~*i*~ and *b*~*j*~ are the stoichiometric coefficients belonging to reactant *R*~*i*~ and product *P*~*j*~, respectively. The rate constant for the forward reaction is denoted by *k*~F~, whereas *k*~R~ is that for the reverse step.

Since the number of moles of these species, $n_{R_{i}}$ and $n_{P_{j}}$, are proportional to their stoichiometric coeffcients, we can define a quantity *dξ* which is, in general, a function of time, but equal in magnitude for all reactants and products: $$d\xi = {d\xi}_{R_{i}} = {d\xi}_{P_{j}},\mspace{720mu}\forall\mspace{720mu} i,j$$ $${d\xi}_{R_{i}} = - \frac{dn_{R_{i}}}{a_{i}},\mspace{720mu}{d\xi}_{P_{j}} = \frac{dn_{P_{j}}}{b_{j}}\mspace{720mu}.$$

The reaction rate *R* at constant volume can be defined for i-th species as: $$R = - \frac{1}{a_{i}v}\frac{dn_{R_{i}}}{dt} = \frac{1}{b_{j}v}\frac{dn_{P_{j}}}{dt} = \frac{1}{v}\frac{d\xi}{dt},$$ Where *v* is the volume of the reaction. We can state from Eqs ([5](#pone.0213302.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([6](#pone.0213302.e008){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that *R* is independent of the chosen species, but it is a time-varying function.

Now we define $J_{R_{i}}$ and ${J^{*}}_{R_{i}}$ as the standard and renormalized flow of the reactant *R*~*i*~ as follows (equivalent for products, not shown): $${\mspace{720mu} J}_{R_{i}} = - \frac{dn_{R_{i}}}{dt}$$ $${J^{*}}_{R_{i}} = \frac{J_{R_{i}}}{a_{i}} = \frac{d\xi_{R_{i}}}{dt}.$$

It is more suitable to write [Eq (9)](#pone.0213302.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"} and its equivalent for products in terms of the concentration of the species, which defines the electric currents that establish the analogy between the chemical and electrical systems: $${{\mspace{720mu} J}^{*}}_{R_{i}} = - \frac{dn_{R_{i}}}{a_{i}dt} = - \frac{v}{a_{i}}\frac{d\left\lbrack R_{i} \right\rbrack}{dt}$$ $${J^{*}}_{P_{j}} = \frac{dn_{P_{j}}}{b_{j}dt} = \frac{v}{b_{j}}\frac{d\left\lbrack P_{j} \right\rbrack}{dt}.$$

In these expressions, \[*R*~*i*~\] and \[*P*~*j*~\] are the concentrations of the *i*- and *j*-th reactant and product, respectively. From Eqs ([5](#pone.0213302.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([6](#pone.0213302.e008){ref-type="disp-formula"}) it is depicted that: $${{J^{*} = J}^{*}}_{R_{i}} = {J^{*}}_{P_{j}},\mspace{720mu}\forall\mspace{720mu} i,j.$$

This last relation is the mass local balanced equation corresponding to *R*~*i*~ and *P*~*j*~, which is a process of creation-annihilation. From [Eq (12)](#pone.0213302.e016){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $${{J^{*} - J}^{*}}_{R_{i}} = 0,\mspace{720mu}\forall\mspace{720mu} i,$$ which remains valid for products. That is, each species will follow an equation such as [Eq (13)](#pone.0213302.e017){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

From the point of view of the network model, the last equation can be considered as Kirchhoff's current law, being equivalent to the corresponding differential equations describing the evolution of the concentration of the chemical species over time \[[@pone.0213302.ref020]\]. Each chemical species presents a flow term ${J^{*}}_{R_{i}}$, whose theoretical expressions, Eqs ([10](#pone.0213302.e014){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([11](#pone.0213302.e015){ref-type="disp-formula"}), resemble the expression of the current intensity *I*~*c*~ at the ends of a capacitor: *I*~*c*~ = *C*d*V*/d*t* (*C* and *V* being the capacitance and voltage at the ends of the device). Because of this similarity, the first order derivative of the concentration inside each differential equation, [Eq (4)](#pone.0213302.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is modeled via a capacitor, whose voltage *V*~*i*~ is then equivalent to \[*R*~*j*~\] (analogous for products). The remaining term of [Eq (13)](#pone.0213302.e017){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *J*\*, which was unknown at the beginning, is now easy to determine, since each differential equation has to satisfy the KCL, because they constitute mass local balanced equations. Examining each differential equation, *J*\* just represents the remaining addends of the equation, implemented via voltage-controlled current sources. The application of the method to a prototypical reaction is shown in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0213302.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The generalization of the NSM approach to a multi-step chemical reaction can be performed in an equivalent way.

In this way, SimKinet has been designed to automatically implement the NSM for solving a system of differential equations corresponding to any chemical kinetic scheme. The software creates the equivalent electric network whatever be the terms of the equation and their expressions, and directly run the model in the electric circuit software PSpice. For that, it employs a numerical algorithm which combines the trapezoidal method and a modified Gear method, both of them of 2^nd^ order with variable time-stepping \[[@pone.0213302.ref049]\]. The user does not need to manage the mathematical equations involved since this work is done by PSpice.

The interface communication of SimKinet is immediate and user-friendly through the window environment created in the visual C\# source code. The resulting simulation data can be graphically displayed in the SimKinet environment or using MATLAB, an even can be exported as data files, due to appropriate routines implemented in the software. Besides, SimKinet is able to cover a wide range of applications involving systems described by first order ordinary differential equations.

The SimKinet software {#sec004}
=====================

SimKinet satisfies two basic requirements for simulating kinetic chemical differential equations. Firstly, it has a simple, editable and visual environment allowing an easy management. This enables the user to understand the sequential steps taking place in the simulation. Secondly, the program is fast and reliable, thus offering numerical advantages over traditional simulation algorithms. When employed for academic purposes, once students have solved a series of simple educational problems, they can naturally evolve into more complex systems.

In general, we must define in SimKinet as many equations as participant species. The differential equation associated to the *n*-th species involved in a chemical reaction has the following general form \[[@pone.0213302.ref020]\]: $$\frac{\left. d\left\lbrack x \right._{n} \right\rbrack}{dt} = {\sum_{i}{k_{i}{\prod_{j}\left\lbrack x_{ij} \right\rbrack^{\alpha_{ij}}}}}$$ where \[*x*~*n*~\] is the concentration of the *n*-th species, \[*x*~*i*,*j*~\] is the concentration of species involved in the reaction, *k*~i~ is the kinetic rate constant of addend *i* and *α*~*ij*~ is an appropriate stochiometric coefficient. To complete the mathematical model we must also specify the initial concentrations of all species, i. e., \[*x*~*n*~\](t = 0).

Once finished the data input process, the program automatically designs the network model, which can be handled by the user before the simulation, if necessary. Then, the system performs the numerical simulation in PSpice and displays a window where the user can perform graphical representations. Besides, the data can be exported in Excel or MATLAB formats for further manipulation by suit the user. To outline the overall working of SimKinet, we show in [Fig 1](#pone.0213302.g001){ref-type="fig"} the simplified flow diagram of the software.

![Simplified flow diagram for the software SimKinet.](pone.0213302.g001){#pone.0213302.g001}

In the following, we will illustrate the use of SimKinet, step by step, through a prototypical organic reaction: the Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction between *s*-cis-1,3-butadiene and ethene leading to cyclohexene. This chemical process corresponds to a single kinetic scheme as shown in [Fig 2](#pone.0213302.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction between 1,3-butadiene and ethene leading to cyclohexene showing the rate constants for the forward and reverse processes.](pone.0213302.g002){#pone.0213302.g002}

Where **A** (*s*-cis-1,3-butadiene), **B** (ethene) and **C** (cyclohexene) are the chemical species involved in the process, and *k*~1~ and *k*~2~ are the corresponding forward and reverse rate constants, respectively. The set of differential equations associated with the chemical reaction are: $$\begin{matrix}
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{A} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = \frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{B} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = - \frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{C} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t}} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{A} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = - k_{1}\left\lbrack \mathbf{A} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \mathbf{B} \right\rbrack + k_{2}\left\lbrack \mathbf{C} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix}$$ with the following initial conditions: $\left\lbrack \mathbf{A} \right\rbrack_{0} = \left\lbrack \mathbf{B} \right\rbrack_{0} = 1\frac{mol}{l},\mspace{720mu}\left\lbrack \mathbf{C} \right\rbrack_{0} = 0\mspace{720mu}\frac{\text{mol}}{\text{l}}$.

Input data and network design {#sec005}
-----------------------------

Firstly, we should define the number and name of each species involved in the chemical process. The first dialog window of input data is called "Species", shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0213302.g003){ref-type="fig"} for the academic problem defined in [Eq (15)](#pone.0213302.e020){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

![Window-dialog screen to introduce the number and names of the participant chemical species.](pone.0213302.g003){#pone.0213302.g003}

The next window, "Rate constants", deals with the kinetic rate constants of the chemical reaction. By choosing "constants" from the dropdown menu squared in red in [Fig 4](#pone.0213302.g004){ref-type="fig"}, which is the option by default, we can introduce the name and value of each rate constant. If the tab "Energy Barriers" is selected, the values of the free energy barriers associated to each step have to be introduced, as shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0213302.g005){ref-type="fig"}. We can customize the name of the barriers and, once the values are entered, the corresponding rate constants are calculated in real time by means of Eyring's equation \[[@pone.0213302.ref050]\] and displayed on the screen (orange box). We will follow this latter procedure for the Diels-Alder reaction, by introducing the energy barriers corresponding to the kinetic profile, equal to Δ*G*~1~ = 113110.8 J·mol^-1^ and Δ*G*~−1~ = 248626.4 J·mol^-1^ (see [Fig 5](#pone.0213302.g005){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0213302.ref051]\].

![Window-dialog screen to introduce the number, names and values of the rate constants.\
For this option, the values are directly introduced.](pone.0213302.g004){#pone.0213302.g004}

![Window-dialog screen to determine the values of the rate constants via the input of the energy barriers corresponding to the kinetic profile of the reaction.](pone.0213302.g005){#pone.0213302.g005}

The system of differential equations has to be defined in subsequent windows. It will appear as many windows as species we initially selected. The corresponding equation for species A is called "[Eq 1](#pone.0213302.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}: A" and has the form depicted in [Fig 6](#pone.0213302.g006){ref-type="fig"}. In "Equation preview" we can see at any time the appearance of the corresponding differential equation. To include new addends to the equation "Add new" has to be clicked. For our example, the differential equation is configured with two addends, and the complete result is shown in the preview (see [Fig 6](#pone.0213302.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The dialog box "initial condition" sets the initial concentration of the compound, in mol/l, which corresponds to the initial condition of the differential equation. The equations associated to the remaining species can be defined by pressing the "Next" button. Similar windows to [Fig 6](#pone.0213302.g006){ref-type="fig"} will appear on the screen. Once the system of differential equations is defined, we can check each equation in the next window, "Summary", but at this point we cannot change any setting. In case of error, we can go back by clicking the button "Previous". The summary of [Eq (15)](#pone.0213302.e020){ref-type="disp-formula"} is shown in [Fig 7](#pone.0213302.g007){ref-type="fig"}. It is possible to save all the steps taken so far by clicking the button "Save system" in the lower left corner on this last window. The extension of the saved file is .eq, and can be loaded in subsequent executions from the "Species" window (corresponding to [Fig 3](#pone.0213302.g003){ref-type="fig"}) by pressing the button "Load from file", located on the lower left region. All parameters and equations will be loaded, and the user will just move through the windows by pressing the "Next" button until reaching "Summary", changing any input data if necessary.

![Definition of the differential equation associated to a generic species.](pone.0213302.g006){#pone.0213302.g006}

![Summary window, which shows the complete set of differential equations corresponding to the chemical profile.](pone.0213302.g007){#pone.0213302.g007}

In the next window, "Simulation Options" (see [Fig 8](#pone.0213302.g008){ref-type="fig"}), PSpice parameters employed in the simulation are selected. Their meaning can be found by clicking on the help question mark. "Total time" is the time reached by the simulation, in seconds; "Time step" is the print time between data; "RELTOL" adjusts the precision of the numerical algorithm; "NUMDGT" is the number of decimal digits in the output. In the next window, it is shown the "CIR Code" (not shown here), which represents the programming code in PSpice. It is possible to save the CIR by clicking "Save CIR" or load a Pspice out file for the current model by pressing "LoadOUT".

![Parameters selection screen for the simulation.](pone.0213302.g008){#pone.0213302.g008}

Simulation and output data {#sec006}
--------------------------

The simulation starts by pressing "Next". Once the model has been successfully solved in PSpice, the window "Results" appears on the screen ([Fig 9](#pone.0213302.g009){ref-type="fig"}). This window makes up the graphical environment of SimKinet. In this particular example, the dependence of \[**A**\] and \[**C**\] on time until 10^7^ s is shown. Finally, we can click on the "Export" menu (upper right zone) to export data in diverse formats to suit the user. It is possible to export the data in Excel format by clicking on "Generate Excel file" under the label "Filtered data", and handle the file with advanced software such as Origin.

![Results window of SimKinet, which displays a graphical environment to plot the data.](pone.0213302.g009){#pone.0213302.g009}

Applications {#sec007}
============

In this section, we will show two practical cases of SimKinet involving researching and academic interest. The first one adresses a problem without analytical solution, guided by the Chapman mechanism for the formation and decomposition of atmospheric ozone. This example may be particularly useful in undergraduate Chemistry courses, where it can be employed to study in depth the order of chemical reactions. Furthermore, in the context of non-analytical solutions, SimKinet is a suitable tool for researchers who need to solve complex kinetic schemes \[[@pone.0213302.ref019],[@pone.0213302.ref052]\]. The second practical example, the Olsen attractor, constitutes a very interesting illustration of chaotic dynamics. The study of oscillating chemical reactions becomes essential to understand some key aspects of the behaviour of living organisms. In this way, students can be introduced in nonlinear dynamics, a common feature for some crucial chemical reactions. Non-linear and chaotic dynamics are universal, and have special interest in other related subjects such as Physics or Mathematics at undergraduate courses \[[@pone.0213302.ref053]\]. From the researching point of view, SimKinet simplifies the determination of chaotic patterns, as for example the insight of chaos in phase diagrams for Josephson junctions \[[@pone.0213302.ref041]\].

Non-analytic differential equations associated to a chemical scheme {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Even when dealing with simple chemical schemes, we can find a set of differential equations that cannot be solved analytically or be difficult to solve. In these situations, it is customary to carry out theoretical approximations, such as the SSA (steady stationary approximation) or the RSL (rate limiting step) approximation \[[@pone.0213302.ref015]\]. Even where applicable, they restrict the range of validity for the solutions. Consequently, to obtain accurate results, and without restrictions, numerical approaches become more convenient.

Nowadays, the RKM has been improved to include variable step-size and other numerical features, but it is still found to be an inefficient method when dealing with large numerical simulations, including the dynamics of complex soft matter systems in physics, or complex kinetic chemical schemes \[[@pone.0213302.ref054]\]. More efficient numerical procedures have been developed along the years, such as the Bulirsch-Stöer method or integration packages in software such as Mathematica or MATLAB \[[@pone.0213302.ref046]\]. Nevertheless, the user needs to develop programming skills. SimKinet becomes an efficient alternative to these approaches due to its ease of use and power of calculus.

An interesting non-analytic example, in which is common to employ the SSA, is the formation and destruction of stratospheric ozone \[[@pone.0213302.ref055]\]. A determined concentration of ozone in the stratosphere is vital for life in the Earth as the ozone layer, placed around 25 km of altitude, absorbs the ultraviolet light. To explain the steady state concentration of ozone in the ozone layer, Chapman proposed an approximation to the reaction mechanism involving the cycle of reactions outlined in [Fig 10](#pone.0213302.g010){ref-type="fig"}. The principal reaction for ozone production is the recombination of oxygen atoms with O~2~ molecules, steps 1 and 2, whereas steps 3 and 4 account for its destruction. **M** represents a chemical species, usually molecular oxygen or molecular nitrogen, which stabilizes the ozone by absorbing as kinetic energy that which is given off when the step 2 occurs.

![Chapman mechanistic proposal for the photochemical destruction of stratospheric ozone showing the rate constants of each step.](pone.0213302.g010){#pone.0213302.g010}

The system of differential kinetic equations associated to this mechanism is described by the following set of coupled differential equation, which presents no analytical solution. It is usually solved making use of the SSA for the concentration of intermediate species \[[@pone.0213302.ref009]\]: $$\begin{matrix}
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = - k_{1}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack - k_{2}\left\lbrack \text{M} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack + k_{3}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack + 2k_{4}\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = 2k_{1}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack - k_{2}\left\lbrack \text{M} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack + k_{3}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack - k_{4}\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = k_{2}\left\lbrack \text{M} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{2} \right\rbrack - k_{3}\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack - k_{4}\left\lbrack \text{O} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \text{O}_{3} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Suppose we are interested in determining the change of concentrations of the involved species over time. By using SimKinet, and entering the appropriated data for the initial concentrations of each species \[[@pone.0213302.ref056],[@pone.0213302.ref057]\], we solve this set of equations and obtain the following solution for concentrations \[O~2~\], \[O\] and \[O~3~\] up to 10^7^s, shown in Figs [11](#pone.0213302.g011){ref-type="fig"}, [12](#pone.0213302.g012){ref-type="fig"} and [13](#pone.0213302.g013){ref-type="fig"}:

![Dependence of (a) \[O\] and (b) \[O~2~\] on time corresponding to the simplified Chapman mechanism.](pone.0213302.g011){#pone.0213302.g011}

![Dependence of \[O~3~\] on time corresponding to the simplified Chapman mechanism.](pone.0213302.g012){#pone.0213302.g012}

![Comparison of the dependence of \[O~3~\] on time for the stationary state computed via SimKinet (solid line), Mathematica (blue empty triangles) and MATLAB (green empty dots).](pone.0213302.g013){#pone.0213302.g013}

To test the validity of solutions, we have compared SimKinet results with those obtained via powerful numerical routines implemented in software Mathematica and MATLAB. To this aim, in [Fig 13](#pone.0213302.g013){ref-type="fig"} it is shown the dependence of \[O~3~\] on time up to 8 × 10^7^ s obtained from SimKinet (solid line), Mathematica (blue empty triangles) and Matlab (green empty dots). It can be inferred by comparing the different plots that the three methods lead to equivalent results.

As can be derived from the above plots, \[O\] and \[O~3~\] are monotonically increasing functions within the time range considered, while \[O~2~\] is monotonically decreasing. The stationary regime for species O~3~ is shown in [Fig 13](#pone.0213302.g013){ref-type="fig"}, yielding a stationary value \[O~3~\] = 3.06 × 10^−8^ mol/l. By contrast, applying the SSA for solving [Eq (6)](#pone.0213302.e008){ref-type="disp-formula"}, assuming *d*\[O\]/*dt* = 0, yields \[O~3~\] = 6.51 × 10^−9^ mol/l, which indicates that the approximation fails for this problem. In general, SimKinet allows the user to test the validity of theoretical approximations in mathematical models described by differential equations.

Chaotic dynamics: The Olsen attractor {#sec009}
-------------------------------------

The discovery of oscillating reactions aroused the interest of the scientific community in the last century. Two classic examples are the Lotka-Volterra oscillator and the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reactions \[[@pone.0213302.ref058]--[@pone.0213302.ref060]\]. Both have been studied extensively, showing oscillating concentrations of reactants. Oscillating chemical reactions constitute an important area of study, becoming essential to understand the behaviour of living organisms. In 1978, H. B. Rössler proposed that chaos could be found in a chemical oscillating system open to its surroundings \[[@pone.0213302.ref061]\]. Early experimental evidence for chaos was reported for an oscillating enzyme reaction: the peroxidase-oxidase reaction \[[@pone.0213302.ref062]\]. From then, numerous examples of chaotic behaviour have been found in both abstract and real chemical systems \[[@pone.0213302.ref052],[@pone.0213302.ref060]\].

In the peroxidase-oxidase reaction the reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), is oxidized being molecular oxygen the final electron acceptor: $$\left. \text{O}_{2} + \text{NADH} + 2\mspace{720mu}\text{H}^{+}\rightarrow 2\mspace{720mu}\text{NAD}^{+} + 2{\mspace{720mu}\text{H}}_{2}\text{O} \right.$$

This reaction is catalysed by peroxidase enzymes. By continuously supplying NADH and O~2~, and depending on the amount of enzyme present in the reaction mixture, the system will show both periodic and non-periodic oscillations. The mechanism of the peroxidase-oxidase reaction is intricate and involves about twenty individual reactions steps, some of which are not known in detail, not even the rate constants. However, its oscillatory behavior, as well as several of the dynamic features of the experimental system, could be successfully modeled by means of the eight-step simplified mechanism known as the Olsen model (see [Fig 14](#pone.0213302.g014){ref-type="fig"}).

![Eight-step simplified mechanism proposed for Olsen for the peroxidase-oxidase reaction.](pone.0213302.g014){#pone.0213302.g014}

T he classical Olsen model outlined in [Fig 14](#pone.0213302.g014){ref-type="fig"} describes the nonlinear dynamics of the peroxidase-oxidase reaction, showing both periodic and chaotic attractors \[[@pone.0213302.ref063]\]. INT-1 and INT-2 are radical intermediates. Note that reaction 6 in [Fig 14](#pone.0213302.g014){ref-type="fig"} involve the spontaneous formation of the free radical intermediate INT-1, which is indispensable for the start of the reaction. Step 7 represents the diffusion of molecular oxygen from the gas phase into the liquid one, whereas step 8 accounts for the infusion of NAHD. Consequently, the associated set of differential equations would be: $$\begin{matrix}
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = - k_{3}\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack + k_{7}\left( {\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack_{0} - \left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack} \right)} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = - k_{1}\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack - k_{3}\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack + k_{8}\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack_{0}} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = k_{1}\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack - 2k_{2}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack^{2} + 3k_{3}\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack - k_{4}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack + k_{6}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack_{0}} \\
{\frac{\text{d}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack}{\text{d}t} = 2k_{2}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 1} \right\rbrack^{2} - k_{3}\left\lbrack \mathbf{O}_{2} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack \mathbf{NADH} \right\rbrack\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack - k_{5}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{INT} - 2} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix}$$

The mathematical model, [Eq (17)](#pone.0213302.e024){ref-type="disp-formula"}, has been computed in SimKinet (parameters are taken from literature) \[[@pone.0213302.ref063]\]. The phase space diagram for concentrations \[O~2~\], \[NADH\] and \[INT−1\] are shown in [Fig 15](#pone.0213302.g015){ref-type="fig"}, showing a typical chaotic attractor. These results prove that SimKinet becomes a powerful tool to simulate relevant chaotic systems, such as the Rössler attractor, Lotka-Volterra equations, and others \[[@pone.0213302.ref052]\], and it can help students and researchers to deepen into the mathematical nature of chemical reactions. For example, it is common in some scientific degrees to study oscillating chemical reactions, such as the Belausov-Zhabotinskii or the Briggs-Rauscher \[[@pone.0213302.ref064],[@pone.0213302.ref065]\]. The numerical solution of the corresponding mathematical problem via SimKinet allows the user to take control over the variables of the system and to predict the behaviour of the reaction.

![Three dimensional phase space diagram (\[O~2~\], \[NADH\] and \[INT−1\]) of a chaotic attractor for the peroxidase-oxidase reaction.\
Time and concentrations are dimensionless.](pone.0213302.g015){#pone.0213302.g015}

Conclusions {#sec010}
===========

The software SimKinet, a powerful and versatile software, has been designed to solve kinetic chemical equations, and it can be successfully applied for educational and researching purposes. SimKinet is a free and user-friendly tool able to solve a wide range of problems involving differential equations. Its simple handling makes it also suitable for teaching at undergraduate levels without having to resort to theoretical approximations, and allowing the student to deepen into the mathematical nature of scientific models. Two interesting practical examples have been explained to illustrate the capabilities of the software: the Chapman model and the Olsen attractor. Among other interesting uses, it can be employed to determine the range of validity for theoretical approximations, to distinguish between chaotic and periodic behaviour in nonlinear dynamics, or to take control over the product composition in chemical reactions.
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